June Editorial
Be strong! There is no failure or defeat that cannot be overcome!

(Reading and paraphrasing a reflection that I consider to be alive and present for each one of
us, engaged in KULIMA activities, facing the challenges of daily life, family and social problems, failures to carry out some programs, persistent non-acceptance of our social proposals ,
valid but not understood by donors, which are guided by other evaluation parameters).
There are games and challenges bigger than us that we cannot win anyway, no matter how hard
we try.
These are hits, sometimes unavoidable, that we all take in the course of life, but the wounded
sometimes live in more serious and deeper situations than defeat itself.
They are nothing more than lost battles if we stop to think clearly, cold, but how can we prevent
them from being transformed into definitive defeats, as happens when we allow ourselves to
be subjugated?
Working on ourselves means learning to make defeats and falls into an inheritance rather than
an epochal defeat.
It is easier to talk than to do, of course, but if we are not willing to do this work, instead of
fleeing to take refuge in the muffled bubble of deceit, we will in all likelihood remain for a
long time or forever linked to a past that to the ground, forcing us to look for alibis and excuses
instead of solutions and projects to start afresh.
Let's try to reason then.
We all live in a time suspended between a past that cannot return and a future that is no longer
written or predetermined and which, in most cases, does not depend exclusively or predominantly on our present or past choices, however, influenced it may be. To a certain extent, they
affect our fate, of course, but much less incisively than we can imagine.
How many people do we call "successful" today come from modest families, from difficult
stories or even from the blackest poverty and seemingly insurmountable problems?
There is no problem, in fact, except those that put an end to our earthly and physical
existence. There really is no failure or defeat that cannot be overcome.
The present is the only time that really belongs to us as we live it.
To understand what it is, we think of driving a car at night and stuck in the beam of light that
the headlights project into a very short-term future that only lasts a few meters.
In this cone of light, there is the subtle but consistent difference between reaching the destination, meter by meter, and colliding with the first obstacle or the first curve.
It would not make sense that our car's headlights were pointing right back toward the road
we've been through, and it also would not make sense for them to illuminate much more road

ahead because it's just keeping the focus on what we have inside our vision for we can drive
safely to our goal.
Living in the Present, knowing where we came from and how we got there; know where we
are going and how we plan to get there, except for unforeseen circumstances or changes of
opinion. But if we do not focus on the cone of light that we have ahead and look far back or far
ahead, fate will never come and we shall probably be harmed.
This is what they do, those who do not process the mourning of defeat and continue to live it,
even to summarize into a real disease. An illness that can and should be avoided by tuning the
mind and soul into the cone of light of the Present, avoiding:
1) Mental ruminations: based on "if I had done", "if I could go back", "if I had listened

..."
2) Catastrophic projections: for the future, imagining consequences that only time will

eventually confirm or deny and which, in any case, cannot be avoided or mitigated if
not with lucid analysis and planning;
3) Exaggerations and exasperations: hyperbole that wants us different from others, more

unfortunate, more fragile, more exposed;
4) Self-pity: the obsessive pursuit of comfort and pampering that make you feel good right

now, but do not move the problem by a centimeter.
Just an image of actually turning the page and splitting it in no time when it is becoming
real in them and drawing from it after a blow.
Returning to the observer of the light cone of everyday life, although with a great awareness
and with great responsibility and attention to them and the people who love us and who love
us, is the only medicine you can take to find balance, serenity, and strength.
Our life, our serenity and our balance, personal and family, are worth more than our pride and
our fear. Doing this with dignity is essential, but one does not have to make problems more
important in relation to the evolution of a task that can help us do what it is to imagine.

Let's live the present, with a confidence that tomorrow has a better day!

